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THE FUTURE OF WORK, TECHNOLOGY, AND HUMANS*

1 Introduction

Perhaps the most appropriate opening notes of this paper would be to show this image of the scenarios
relating to business, technology and society:

On the left curve, going down, we see how technology and bursts of innovation are empowering and
enriching our lives – from the internet to internet of things, from inert machines to cognitive and
connected systems. As the curve rises to the right we see many wonderful and utopian futures for us –
smart homes, smart cities, connected healthcare, a sharing collaborative economy. But we are also
troubled with dystopian scenarios – will humans be replaced by robots just as horses were with
automobiles; will we be cloned and rendered soulless; will we be happy citizens in a world of
collaborating nation states, or consuming customers in a closed, polluting, “me-first” market system?
Where will jobs come from – how will business be transformed, will disruption conquer tradition, will
start-ups provide a good answer?

This paper is a short backgrounder, a mini literature review, on the theme of the IPA Day, 2017 event.
Hopefully it may serve to acquaint the public with the current thinking and future trends of business and
technology, and the directions in which they are taking us humans. The references discussed in the
following pages are just a very few chosen ones - such a small sample does not do justice to such a vast
theme. Indulgence of readers is solicited for this limitation – in fact they may themselves be aware of
many more pertinent perspectives on the subject.



2. Some general predictions on the future of business and technology

It would be quite appropriate, in the spirit of the customer-centric approach, to look first at how the
principal actors of business, the CEOs themselves, view the future of business. Ten of them
(factcompany.com, Jan. 2016)i predicted that the entrepreneurial spirit would seize and attract “female
founders”; there would be more focus on corporate transparency; tech companies would “drive” the
economy; emphasis on innovation; mobile technology (smartphones, wearable gadgets et. alia) will
continue to rule; marketing will come to terms with socially propelled demand for transparency and
honesty. These seem to be fairly predictable predictions, but “more diversification – new services
outside primary area of business (additional streams of revenue to cope with uncertainty, dips in the
economy)”, should merit particular attention. There is also a clear awareness of the winds of change as
the quote brings out,” We've shifted to a business world where collaboration and connection are
replacing hierarchy and bureaucracy. The outdated "alpha" notion of aggressive management has given
way to the modern era of cooperative "beta" leadership.””

There are several other such predictions of the captains of industry that could be cited, but they largely
turn around one or more of the views mentioned above. However, the popular annual CEO surveys of
Price Waterhouse Coopers are worthy of mention. Its latest 20th survey highlights, apart from the
expected finding that “at the top of CEOs’ minds is the use of technology to better interpret the complex
and evolving needs of customers in order to better engage with them”, their view that the persistent
mutual distrust and tension between government and business is not good for the latter’s future. They
need to work together and find a balance between over-regulation by the former and self-regulation by
the latter.ii

Fortune magazine’s predictions (Fortunes Crystal Ball, 2017)iii first highlight the “seismic shift” brought
about by Trump’s (unpredicted) election which puts the very science of prediction in question.
Nevertheless, it goes on to make predictions, this time commissioning too IBM’s Watson and its
algorithms to derive extra insight. Predictions include, trends with catchy titles like “A Tesla Will Drive
Itself Across the Country (With Help), Drones Will Deliver Pizza (but Not Toilet Paper), The Internet
Will Get Shut Down Many More Times….”

In contrast to Fortune’s breezy style, Maxwell Wessel in the Harvard Business Review (April, 2015)iv

poses seriously three questions: What has changed? What business assumptions become irrelevant?
How could new models take advantage of the change? Amongst the three changes he discusses:

1. Machine Learning: One thinks of Watson analytics, Google predict, and other data mining and
predicting algorithms that provide deep customer insights, aided and abetted by sensor
technology and affordable decreasing costs

2. New Urban Infrastructure: Continuous emigration of people to cities will create large markets
for new types of services, upturning the old assumption that customers are geographically
dispersed, shop at supermarkets and need parking for their cars. Future business opportunities
will need different logistics networks and companies like Amazon and Uber are showing the
way how to respond when “people are constantly connected and centrally concentrated” with
different “on-demand” business models, and too, exploit opportunities requiring “different types
of solutions to evolve areas of infrastructure like local government, law enforcement, energy
consumption and creation, broadband access, and healthcare”.

3. Scalable Niches : These relate to opportunities in software, where cloud based platforms have
evolved from proprietary to sharing of the basic services, resulting in scale economies and thus
allowing companies to concentrate on, and go to market with, their own differentiated value-
added services and other internet related business with relatively lower (mostly variable) costs.
The proliferation of applications bears testimony to this trend, aided by the ever enlarging
market of internet users.



James Canton in a blog (Huffingtonpost.com)v, Nov 2016) holds that the “predictive enterprise will
win in the future – the one with the ability to track game changing trends ahead of competition, and
for this “getting control” over your data is the basic step, using social media as an “intelligence portal
(to build).. a sensing network” and predict in real time which way the stakeholders - customers,
suppliers, employees – and competitors will go in their attitudes, behaviour, and actions. He talks of
prediction as a platform (PAAP) where companies will compete. He lists automated deep learning, big
data analytics, cloud computing, AI and cognitive computing, using data science to understand
business algorithms as the five trends that impact on the predictive enterprise. A significant omission
in this list is the recent advances in quantum technology research that could revolutionise and replace
digital 0, 1 computing technology, and impact other sectors of business, the implications of which
warrant our serious attention (and will be discussed in a subsequent section).

Amongst Gartner’s Top 10 predictions for 2017 and beyond (forbes.com; Nov 2016)vi the ones having
particular relevance to future business models would be: Immersive shopping experiences (shopping in
augmented reality); voice first web browsing (without screen); decline of mobile apps; growth of
blockchain-based intermediation of financial transactions; Huge savings in maintenance and services
through internet of things (IoT); Reduced health care costs through use of wearable devices. Wired
magazine (January 2017) answers “What Lies Ahead” with observations that drones will black out the
sun; devises will always be listening; green energy will prevail; Russian cyber tricks will escalate; your
house will anticipate your every move; the cyber cold war will heat up; the Social medium is the
message. All these sound rather exciting, but one cannot help wondering how credible are the estimates
of the numbers of consumers and business generated in these predictions. Michael Burke in his blog
(May 2017)vii and McKinsey &Co in its article (January 2016)viii speak of use of drones (for surveying
less accessible terrain to transmit data), virtual reality modelling (to create building information
modelling –BIM- simulations to simulate the construction process) and 3D printing of buildings (already
seen in construction of housing and office buildings in China, Dubai, California)

All these are wonderful scenarios, ones that Steve Case (April 2016)ix calls the “Third Wave”, the next
internet driven technological revolution. But one also wonders to what extent these paradigm shifts are
touching the 4 billion citizens –half the world population - of the vast parts of developing world,
unconnected to the digital economy

In fact the third wave of Steve Case is perceived as the fourth according to Klaus Schwab in his work,
“The Fourth Industrial revolution” (January 2017)x. With his decades of insights gathered at the World
Economic Forum, of which he is the founder, he holds that today what we are experiencing is sharply
differentiated from the third industrial revolution (the period from about 1960 till the end of the century
which brought in digital technology, computing and the internet), by the sheer speed of change of digital
technologies, one disrupting the other to ever more sophisticated levels of automation, artificial
intelligence and connectedness, penetrating into other sectors like genes and nanotechnology. It is
profoundly transforming societies as they embrace these innovations, throwing challenges of leadership
and of coming to grips with these changes in order to assimilate them and adjust our economic, political
and social systems. His recipe to “adapt, shape, and harness the potential of disruption”, is for leaders
to apply four types of intelligence conjointly: contextual (the mind); emotional (the heart); inspired (the
soul – shared purpose, trust…to effect change and do good); and physical (the body- remain healthy).

On the future of International Business, the first statistic that needs to be fixed in our minds is that world
trade in goods and services is as much as 29.53% of total world GDP (World Bank, 2015). Hence any
rumblings and storm warnings – of which there are some in the current era of nationalist, protectionist,
“close the frontier” sentiment!- that threaten the world trading order will adversely affect us all, whether
in our business as providers of goods and services or in our households as its consumers. Added to this



is the dimension of globalisation that goes beyond trade, To frame the question  more dramatically, what
is the future of “world trade” in pollution, greenhouse gases, terrorism, guns bombs and missiles…?

The Trade Winds report of HSBC and Oxford Economicsxi compiled expert opinions and analysed 150
years’ worth of data from key trading nations. Its findings basically underscore the huge scale effects
that, benefitting from digital innovation, will inform businesses that connect with each other across
nations, rendering global supply chains and networks more efficient; enabling the move from mass
production to mass customisation at low cost; where “factories of the world will be small and flexible
rather than large and rigid”. On the political economy of globalisation, it also lists the following factors
as potential risk to humanity:

 National security risk and terrorism
 Cyber-security
 Pandemics
 Geopolitical uncertainty and instability
 Economic crises, recession or even periods of low growth – including in China and other

developing economies.
 Regulatory requirements on local economies and industries
 Countries returning to protectionism
 Climate change
 Political reaction against the perceived negative impacts of globalisation (for example growing

inequality

The Davos Summit of 2017 (Davos 2017)xii summarises succinctly the main preoccupations and
discussions relating to the multilateral trading order. Amidst the anxious talk of “Trumpism”, Brexit,
trade wars, bleak future of the World Trade Organisation, there were also notes of optimism with the
Chinese President’s “resounding defence” of globalisation and open trade and discussions on the role
the digital economy could play in ushering in a new globalisation mind-set with “invisible” borders.

2. Humans, their Jobs, and Robots

We already have a good idea where technological innovation, in particular automation, artificial
intelligence, and machine learning (capacity to predict answers and solutions by ingesting trillions of
data bits that surpasses the limits of human intelligence and performance) is leading us. A quick scan of
the literature on new technology would show that the opinion of experts is divided into two camps. One
holds that as jobs get automated humans will not become redundant but will still be needed to control
these machines or will move to jobs requiring more brain and more social interaction (emotional
intelligence). The other holds that it is not so straightforward, not only will less skilled jobs disappear
but even the more sophisticated ones are endangered by the ever increasing capacity of machines to
learn, predict and imitate human behaviour and performance better and faster. Perhaps one of the most
insightful references that could be cited is the McKinsey Global Institute’s article on “A Future that
Works: Automation, Employment, and Productivity” (Manyika et al., 2017). It very usefully summarises
the main findings of some recent articles on the subject, including its own, in a table which we reproduce
below. As can be seen, the signs are not so bright for the future: As many as 45-50% of jobs could be
lost to automation in the next decade or two. Job creation (2 million) will be much less than job
destruction (7 million).





3. Startups

Generally understood as venture capital backed technology driven businesses usually started by young
entrepreneurs, startups are currently riding on a high wave of enthusiasm and euphoria. The role or
rather the dream model is the cool young techno geek who wants to make a better world, and gets to be
a billionaire making it! Governments, notably in India and France too, share in this dream and have
policies to nourish them with nurseries, incubators, funding platforms etc. The inevitable question pops
up in conversations: Do startups create or (eventually) destroy jobs? Opinion, even statistically
researched opinion, is divided. The Kaufmann Foundation Study (July 2010)xiii for example studied data
using a time series of companies during the period 1992-2006 and concluded that the startups created
3m jobs annually whereas other companies destroyed 1million jobs annually. However, later studies
seem to be leaning towards the opposite conclusion. George Foster from Stanford Graduate School of
Business asks “Are Startups really job engines”xiv, and concludes on the basis of a survey of 158000
startups that by the 5th year 65% of jobs were destroyed. Neil Patel writing in Forbes (2015) xvstarkly
holds that 90% of startups will fail. A “careful” survey of failed ventures revealed that 42% of the
respondents cited “they make products no one needs” as the main reason of failure.

We conclude this discussion on startups by showing the Gartner’s Hype Cycle below, which graphically
explains how in the beginning startup companies come out with first generation products and their
adoption by some early adopters in the market, all this at the crest of the hype curve. Then the descent
leading to disillusionment and failure, and finally the dust settles and second and third generation
survivors emerge which the market begins to slowly adopt:

Gartner’s Hype Cycle

Source: http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/methodologies/hype-cycle.jsp

6. Concluding Remarks

The need to keep the paper small and compact in length imposed the limitation of selecting only a very
few references that throw light and offer different perspectives on the future of business, technology and
how it will affect our lives. The subject is vast, and when one looks at future scenarios becomes even
more immense and open-ended in scope. Nevertheless we hope that the reader has captured some
insights through this mini literature review, and perhaps provoked to search and add some more
arguments for debate and discussion.
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